**DigiDop™ Handheld Dopplers**
Each DigiDop comes standard with your choice of probe. All probes are interchangeable between main units

DD300
The DigiDop 300 is Newman Medical’s non-display, hand-held Doppler with first in industry digitally optimized processing, magnetic probe holder, excellent battery life, interchangeable probes, and a comprehensive two-year warranty.

DD301
The DigiDop 301 is Newman Medical’s non-display, rechargeable hand-held Doppler with first in industry digitally optimized processing, magnetic probe holder, excellent battery life, interchangeable probes, and a comprehensive two-year warranty. Each 301 comes with an intelligent charging system.

DD700
The DigiDop 700 is Newman Medical’s display, hand-held Doppler with first in industry digitally optimized processing, magnetic probe holder, excellent battery life, interchangeable probes, and a comprehensive two-year warranty. The display shows battery life, heart rates between 50-220 bpm, and a confidence indicator of the signal.

DD701
The DigiDop 701 is Newman Medical’s display, hand-held Doppler with first in industry digitally optimized processing, magnetic probe holder, excellent battery life, interchangeable probes, and a comprehensive two-year warranty. The display shows battery life, heart rates between 50-220 bpm, and a confidence indicator of the signal. Each 701 comes with an intelligent charging system.
DigiDop Probes
For use with all DigiDop™ models. Each purchase of a main unit includes choice of one probe.

DD-2MHz
The DigiDop 2MHz probe is optimized for later term pregnancies or larger patients.

DD-3MHz
The DigiDop 3MHz probe is our general purpose obstetrical probe. It is optimized for early fetal heartbeat detection and use throughout pregnancy.

DD-5MHz
The DigiDop 5MHz probe is optimized for deeper vessels in vascular applications.

DD-8MHz
The DigiDop 8MHz probe is our general purpose vascular probe. The DigiDop 8MHz probe is optimized for peripheral vessels in vascular applications.
**MommyDop Doppler**

MD-NM
The MommyDop, made by Newman Medical, is a professional quality Doppler for expectant mothers to use at home. Designed from the beginning to be a home use Doppler, the MommyDop has features that are unique and made especially for moms. Of course, the MommyDop is built to the same quality standards as our professional models here in our US facilities.

**Accessories**

**CBL 200**
Replacement cord for all DigiDop models

**RECH 100**
Recharger for DigiDop 301 and 701.

**GEL-60g**
60g tube of Aquasonic clear gel.
Batt 200
AA Alkaline Batteries – 3 pack for use with our DigiDop model 300 or 700.

Batt 201
AA NiMH Batteries – 3 pack for use with our DigiDop model 301 or 701.